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INTRODUCTION 

Ionising radiation is, at all phases of cell cycle, very efficient inducer 

of chromosome aberrations (CA) [1]. Most important cytogenetic tests used 

in assessment of genome damage are analysis of structural CA (stable and 

unstable), sister chromatid exchange (SCE) analysis and cytokinesis-block 

micronucleus (CBMN) assay [2-5]. 

CA analysis and CBMN assay are standardized techniques used in 

dose assessment of subjects professionally, medically and accidentally 

exposed to ionising radiation [5-8]. Unstable CA are product of complex 

interaction of ionising radiation and genome. Micronuclei are formed from 

acentric chromosome or chromatid fragments and whole chromosomes or 

chromatids that lag behind in anaphase and are left outside the daughter 

nuclei in telophase [9]. CBMN assay is nowdays implemented in dose 

assessment in persons operating both open and indoor sources of ionising 

radiation. It is simpler and faster than CA analysis, and examining more 

cells (1000 compared to 100 to 200 cells in CA analysis) achieves higher 

statistical significance [10]. 

Internal contamination by radionuclides represents special form of 

prolonged irradiation, in case of which irradiation of particular organs in the 

body is highly uncertain. Radionuclides can distribute uniformly (
137

Cs and 
3
H) or non-uniformly (

90
Sr, 

131
I) throughout human body. In case of uniform 

distribution biological dosimetry is successful [5]. 

Fifty personal dosimeters of workers in Nuclear Medicine Department 

(NMD) were processed in December 2007 in Laboratory for personal 

dosimetry (Radiation Protection Center of Serbian Institute of Occupational 

Health "Dr Dragomir Karajovic" – SIOH) and, at that point, unusual values 
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for two technicians were noticed. Those technicians than were examined in 

Cytogenetic laboratory of same Institute.  

In this paper we presented values for personal equivalent doses Hp(10) 

and Hp(0.07) (from Personal Dosimetry Department - SIOH) and results of 

CA and CBMN analyses after first and control examinations from our 

Cytogenetic Laboratory. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The personal dosimetry system consists of Harshaw TLD Reader 

Model 6600 and dosimeters. Thermoluminescent material are crystals 

LiF:Mg,Ti packed in standard holders which has two filters: tissue and skin 

equivalent.  

Blood samples used in this study were taken from two technicians, 

non-smokers with 20 (technician 1) and 18 (technician 2) years of 

occupational exposure.  

Structural CA in peripheral blood lymphocytes were analysed 

according to a standard protocol [4]. Two hundred well-spread metaphases 

per subject were screened for chromosome damage. 

For CBMN assay lymphocytes were cultivated with the same routine 

procedure as for the classical cytogenetic analysis with addition of 

Cytochalasin B after 44
th

 h of incubation [11].  

 

RESULTS 

Fifty personal dosimeters of workers in NMD were processed in 

December 2007 in Laboratory for personal dosimetry. Unusual results 

appeared only for two technicians. Difference between two personal dose 

equivalents indicated presence of high activity beta emitter. Other options 

(reading errors, dosimeter contamination, etc.) have been checked and 

eliminated. 

It was quite clear that the NMD started with high activity 
90

Y therapy. 

In official report from SIOH, NMD was warned to stop working without 

proper protection equipment, and they agreed. However, 
90

Y therapy was 

repeated in February 2008 in the same conditions, again without proper 

protection equipment. Table 1 represents results for the same two 

technicians. NMD had own reasons to select same technicians for 
90

Y 

application. Upon receiving the report, NMD agreed that therapy without 

protection measures must be discontinued because of increased risk 

involved.  
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Table 1. Personal dose equivalent for 11/2007 and 02/2008 

Worker 

Personal 

dose 

equivalent 

November 2007 February 2008 

barcode 
Dose 

(mSv) 
barcode 

Dose 

(mSv) 

1. 
Hp(10)  658 (ii) 0.37  6938 (ii)  28.9 

Hp(0.07)  658 (iii) 9.70   6938 (iii) 1452 !!! 

2. 
Hp(10) 6405 (ii) 0.25 10542 (ii)     0.42 

Hp(0.07) 6405 (iii) 5.90 10542 (ii)   5.2 
 

Explanation given by technician consisted information that unshielded 

syringe with 
90

Y was warn in hand close to technician’s body and personal 

dosimeter while walking from place of extraction to application room. That 

means also that Hp(10) = 28.9 mSv represent equivalent dose for small 

region near dosimeter, not for the whole body. Laboratory for personal 

dosimetry did cold reconstruction (without radionuclide), analyzed whole 

process and estimated that contact of worker fingers with unshielded syringe 

lasted about 1 minute per patient. Average activity in syringe was 3 GBq. 

Calculated finger skin dose at contact point was 2 Sv per one patient [12]. 

Laboratory estimated, from written data, that each technician administrated 

not less than 10 
90

Y therapy doses of 3 GBq from October 2007 to May 2008. 

 

Results of cytogenetic analyses 

Technician 1 (T1) was examined in Cytogenetic laboratory in January 

2008. CA analysis showed 1 acentric fragment (ACF) per 200 examined 

metaphases, but micronuclei finding was interesting. We found 40 MN per 

1000 examined binucleated lymphocytes (BN). Distribution of those 40 MN 

was non-uniform. There were 2 cells containing 4 MN, 4 cells containing 

3 MN, 6 cells containing 2 MN and 8 cells with one MN. After this 

examination, T1 continued working in NMD with radionuclides, and when 

she came for control examinations in Cytogenetic laboratory, after 4 months 

(in May 2008) the results were: CA analysis showed 1 ACF and one 

chromatid break (CB), MN analysis: 37 MN per 1000 BN cells. We found 

1 cell with 4 MN, 4 cells with 3 MN, 3 cells with 2 MN and 15 cells with 

one MN. After these examinations, T1 was excluded from working with 

radiopharmaceuticals for 3 months period. She came in Cytogenetic 

laboratory again in November 2008 and CA analysis showed normal 
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finding, without unstable structural chromosomal aberrations, chromatid and 

isochromatid breaks. There were 19 MN per 1000 BN cells.  

Technician 2 (T2) was examined in cytogenetic laboratory only in 

November 2008. Both CA analysis and MN test showed normal values. 

There were no CAs and number of MN was 11 per 1000 examined BN cells. 

Regarding risk assessment for the T1 it very important to say that she 

already had an accident in 2001 when she spilt 
131

I over hands. The accident 

had not been announced and any dose estimation was not done. The first 

read-out of personal dosimeter after accident happened two weeks later. 

Result was Hp(10) = 11 mSv. Next month result has been Hp(10) = 7 mSv. 

Contaminated technician was irradiating her own personal dosimeter. 

Besides personal dosimetry results here we also report the values of 

biological indicators estimated after irradiation in year 2001. This technician 

was subjected to cytogenetic examinations in December 2001, and CA 

analysis showed one dicentric chromosome (DC) with accompanying ACF 

per 200 examined metaphase cells, while MN results were 35 MN per 

1000 BN cells. Distribution of MN was following: 2 cells contained 3 MN, 

3 cells contained 3 MN, 4 cells contained 2 MN, and 13 cells contained 1 MN.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Without measurement of finger doses it is impossible to verify 

occupational doses. However, this case report showed that, in certain 

situations, even TL dosimetry is sufficient for dose assessment and radiation 

accident detection. Case report for T1 is very good example of matching 

results of physical dosimetry and cytogenetic analysis in case of accidental 

exposure and internal contamination with high doses of radionuclides, 

unlike exposure to low doses of ionising radiation, in case of which 

disagreement between results of physical and biodosimetry is often present. 

The choice of proper cytogenetic analysis in case of internal contamination 

depends on points of entry and metabolism of radionuclides. According to 

some researchers [1] MN test should be used rather than CA analysis, 

because of its increased sensitivity and applicability for different type of 

internal contamination. This paper also showed that CBMN assay is more 

sensitive technique in case of internal contamination than CA analysis. 

Differences between biological response to same type of internal 

contamination of those two technicians can be explained by individual 

variability, and, perhaps, by fact that T1 was already, 7 years before second 
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accident, contaminated with another radionuclide. Her second response was 

higher perhaps because of cumulative effect of ionising radiation both from 

the first accident and chronic exposure to radionuclides on her working place. 

The most important conditions for better practice in nuclear medicine are 

using of adequate protection equipments, regular medical and cytogenetic 

monitoring and education of workers operating open sources of ionising 

radiation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Chromosomal aberrations (CA) analysis and cytokinesis-block 

micronucleus (CBMN) test are standardised techniques used in dose 

assessment of subjects professionally, medically and accidentally exposed to 

ionising radiation. At this time, there is no best applicable method for dose 

assessment in case of internal contamination with radionuclides. Available 

bioassays are more or less sensitive, depending on particular irradiation. 

Existing physical methods for dose assessment of subjects operating open 

sources in most cases are not enough for accurate dose assessment, and 

there is a need for implementing additional methods, namely, extremity 

dosimetry. There is, very often, disagreement in dose assessment in physical 

and biodosimetry in case of exposure to low doses of IR. However, in 

certain situations, both bioassays and available physical dosimetry methods 

seem to be quite enough in detecting internal contamination. In this paper 

are presented values for personal equivalent doses Hp(10) and Hp(0.07) 

(from Personal Dosimetry Department – SIOH) and results of CA and MN 

analyses after first and control examinations from Cytogenetic Laboratory 

of same Institute. This paper also showed that CBMN test is more sensitive 

technique in case of internal contamination than CA analysis. 


